
You want to give feed-back outside an organised survey? Thank you for your support!

The first set of questions relates to yourself and to the room you are using. This information is required to 
allocate the response to a room and determine the prize winners among the occupants.

Note on privacy
This survey is anonymous. The record kept of your survey responses does not contain any identifying 
information about you unless a specific question in the survey has asked for this. If you have responded 
to a survey that used an identifying token to allow you to access the survey, you can rest assured that 
the identifying token is not kept with your responses. It is managed in a separate database, and will only 
be updated to indicate that you have (or haven't) completed this survey. There is no way of matching 
identification tokens with survey responses in this survey.
We need to ask you in which room(s) you are active because we need to analyse and improve the 
comfort conditions on room level. Rooms may use a slightly different control system and/ or other 
settings for its control.

*Required

What is the first and the last letter of your
Name? *
Example: for "Thomas" enter Ts

1. 

What is the first and the last letter of your
Surname? *
Example: for "Maier" enter Mr

2. 

What is the last digit of your birth year? *
Example: for 1990 enter 0

3. 

General Information

Current period

Mark only one oval.

 Heating period (heating system operational)

 Cooling period (cooling System operational)

4. 

My answers relate to the period starting on the below specified date *
IMPORTANT: if you are participating at a general survey for winter time please do answer only for
cold days (WINTER heating system active). In this case do not answer the questions for summer time
(SUMMER cooling system active).

 
Example: 15 December 2012

5. 
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The below answers relate to the following room:

Mark only one oval.

 SCV Gymnasium, room A013

 SCV Gymnasium, room A014

 SCV Secondary School B101

 SCV Secondary School Gym B1

 SCV Secondary School C003

 SCV Secondary School C002

 SCV Secondary School C101

 SCV Secondary School Gym C1

 SCV Office D207

 SCV Office D208

6. 

*

Mark only one oval.

 Female

 Male

7. 

What specific observation did you make?

*

Mark only one oval.

 Improper behaviour of occupants in specific room (example: light is not turned off after leaving

the room)

 Part of building is damaged (example: a window can not fully be closed)

 Energy systems not properly controlled (example: manual valve of radiator can not fully be

closed)

 Energy systems not/ not fully operational (example: radiator is not hot while radiators valve is

open)

8. 

I made the following specific observation:

 

 

 

 

 

9. 
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